
BOCC APPROVAL AUGUST 16, 2023 Deferred on 7/27/2023
BOARD OF BIDS AND CONTRACTS JULY 27, 2023 Send to BoCC on 8/16/2023

     FUNDING -- FLEET / MABCD
     (Request sent to 100 vendors)

     RFB #23-0044  S/C # pending

Description Qty. Unit Cost Extended Cost
Small or Mid-Size AWD SUVs 11 $27,050.00 $297,550.00

Description Qty. Unit Cost Extended Cost
Small or Mid-Size AWD SUVs 11 $29,012.00 $319,132.00

No Bid Kiesler Police Supply Masters Transportation

Make and Model: Chevrolet Equinox AWD
Order Cutoff Date: TBA
Delivery Date: Estimated 6 months

Order Cutoff Date: None
Delivery Date: 90-120 days ETA

Whiteside of St. Clairsville, Inc.

Make and Model: Chevrolet Equinox AWD

4.  11 EA. SMALL OR MID-SIZE AWD SUVS -- FLEET / METROPOLITAN AREA BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION 
     DEPARTMENT (MABCD)

Don Hattan Chevrolet

On the recommendation of Britt Rosencutter, on behalf of Fleet and MABCD, Tim Myers moved to accept the bid 
from Don Hattan Chevrolet in the amount of $297,550.00. Jennifer Blasi seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously. 

MABCD inspection staff utilizes these vehicles to perform construction inspections for building construction 
throughout Sedgwick County and the City of Wichita. MABCD has contracts with smaller cities in the county to 
perform construction inspections in addition to special projects in some surrounding counties.

Each inspector utilizes the vehicles as their mobile office with computer mounts in order to record inspection results 
in a timely fashion.

Ten (10) of these vehicles are replacements and one (1) is an addition to the MABCD fleet.

Notes:
Fleet evaluates all vehicles and equipment up for replacement before requesting bids.

Vehicle # Year Make & Model VIN # Points Mileage
6001           2010       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCJTCDE1A8138717                 15.3                     189,198
0643           2008       Ford Fusion 3FAHP06Z28R172603                  13.4                     101,719   Does not fit their use
0652           2007       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCCS198568273838                   20.0               210,839 
0656           2012       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCESBF91C8128657                18.1                      226,362 
0660           2008       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCDT33E988222003                  20.0                     214,027 
0661           2008       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCDT33E388222076                17.0                     201,674 
0662           2008       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCDT33E488222099                  15.4                     165,876 
0663        2012       Chevrolet Colorado     1GCESBF97C8128422                 15.7                      175,932 
0701           2007       Chevrolet Malibu        1G1ZS58N77F285424                   17.1                     179,446  Does not fit their use
0702           2015       Chevrolet Equinox      2GNALAEK4F6272117                12.2                     124,727  This vehicle was totaled

These are replacement vehicles. Surplus will be sold on Purple Wave.

Questions and Answers

Anna Myerhoff-Cole: The vehicle listed that has lower points that just says "Does not fit their use", can you speak on 
why we need to replace that? The Ford Fusion.

Tim Wagner: The Ford Fusion is an old car that was beat up in a hailstorm. It doesn't work very well on country roads 
and really seems to be built as a 100K mile vehicle because of the maintenance required on it. It doesn't seem to hold 
up very well. 

Russell Leeds: Do you want to expand/expound upon that Beau?



         

Beau Bergeron: Pretty much exactly what he said. Their requesting AWD, small SUVs for clearance  when they're on 
dirt roads. For some of these properties, that Fusion doesn't fit it.  

Russell Leeds: Then you have a Malibu that's listed that has high mileage, 180K miles, it's  pretty much maxed out on 
points but again it's not a rural vehicle either?

Beau Bergeron: Correct, the two (2) cars on there that is the biggest issue with them. They can't really use them on 
most of their sites and haul their equipment. 

Russell Leeds: The newest vehicle is a 2015 and it was totaled and the rest of these are almost twelve years old or 
older. Most of them are much older than that.

Beau Bergeron: Correct.

Russell Leeds: Fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen years old. Obviously these are all paid set aside and you have the 
funding to replace all of these now that they are end of life?

Beau Bergeron: Correct.

Russell Leeds: You mentioned one additional vehicle added to the fleet. There was a budget item in the 2023 budget 
development, and I believe when the budget was adopted there were some FTEs that were approved for MABCD and 
that decision package included a new vehicle. I think the one (1) addition to this was approved through budget process 
for 2023 addition. I just wanted to throw that in there for clarification. 
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